Esthetic Management of Dental Fluorosis with Ceramic Veneers

**ABSTRACT**

The fluoride may be beneficial as well as harmful to teeth. The effects of fluorosis on teeth range from white opaque areas to severe pitting with brown or black discoloration of the teeth. Such discoloration of teeth causes unesthetic appearance of teeth and requires rehabilitation. The present article describes the case report of esthetic rehabilitation of dental fluorosis with ceramic veneers.
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**INTRODUCTION**

It is well documented that fluoride can have both beneficial and detrimental effects on the dentition ever since Mc-Kay and Black published the effect of fluoride on dentition. The beneficial effects of fluoride on dental caries are due to the topical effect of fluoride after the teeth have erupted in the oral cavity. In contrast, detrimental effects are due to systemic absorption of fluoride during tooth development resulting in dental fluorosis. Fluorosis disturbs enamel significantly and affects esthetics resulting in psychological distress to the affected person.

The clinical manifestations of dental fluorosis may be widely diverse, varying from (i) changes in enamel seen as white flecks, to (ii) mild changes and white opaque areas involving more of the tooth surface, to (iii) moderate and severe changes in tooth tissue seen as pitting and mottling of the surfaces, with or without brown to black staining, to even (iv) severe corrosion of tooth surfaces. Selecting between noninvasive, minimally invasive, and invasive restorative procedures to esthetically treat such fluorosis affected teeth poses a significant challenge to the restorative dentist. An understanding of all available treatment modalities is vital to the dentist’s approach. Depending upon the severity, treatment option varies from micro/macroabrasion to bleaching, composite restorations, veneers to full coverage restorations.

In India, fluorosis was identified in 1937 in Nellore of Andhra Pradesh by Shortt. Geological crust of India, especially South India, has fluoride-rich minerals which can contaminate underground aquifers. The Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS) has set the maximum permissible level of fluoride in drinking water at 1 ppm. However, in India, there are areas in which the water may contain fluoride levels in the range of 0.5 to 29 ppm. A study where the prevalence and severity of dental fluorosis in rural areas of Davangere, India, was assessed showed fluoride concentration in drinking water was in the range of 0.22 to 3.41 ppm. It stated that dental fluorosis is a major dental public health problem among children in Davangere.

**CASE REPORT**

**Case History, Diagnosis, and Treatment Planning**

A 32-year-old male patient reported to the Department of Prosthodontics with the chief complaint of discolored teeth. A detailed dental and medical history revealed the presence of discoloration since childhood and similar changes within family members. On clinical examination, patient had generalized enamel fluorosis that had affected all of the permanent teeth with the exception of maxillary first molars. Most of the surfaces of the teeth were affected with brownish discoloration (Figs 1 and 2). Class 1 occlusal relationship was present with good oral hygiene, and periodontal health was within adequate requirement. Radiographic examination showed absence of caries and alveolar bone loss. Based on the history, clinical findings, and Dean’s index, a diagnosis of moderate dental fluorosis was made. Rehabilitation of occlusal surfaces was not required and the patient’s main concern was to rehabilitate his present smile. All possible treatment modalities were discussed with the patient. Finally, a restoration that can esthetically mask the stains with minimal loss of tooth structure was reached by opting for treatment with porcelain laminates.
Initial Phase (Smile Analysis, Diagnostic Wax-up)

The first phase after the oral prophylaxis included smile analysis and shade selection. Photographs were also taken and study models were made to evaluate the occlusion. Based on the patient’s smile line, a decision was made to include maxillary 10 teeth and mandibular 8 teeth in the treatment. Diagnostic mock-up was done and shown to the patient. It was decided to complete maxillary anterior teeth first followed by mandibular anterior teeth. Once the patient was satisfied, phase two was initiated.

Second Phase (Teeth Preparation and Impression)

The planned teeth were desensitized and three depth orientation grooves were placed on the cervical, middle, and incisal third of the labial surface using depth cutting burs (LVS2). These burs have been specifically designed so that the reduction in the cervical third is shallowest where the enamel thickness is thin. Depth orientation grooves of 0.3 mm were placed in the cervical, middle, and incisal third of the teeth (Fig. 3). Remaining islands of unprepared enamel were reduced to the depth of the orientation grooves. Definitive chamfer margins (0.3–0.4 mm in depth) were then established using a long tapered medium diamond point (LVS3). The subgingival finish lines were carefully created parallel to the entire gingival margin from the distal papilla tip to the mesial papilla tip. The preparation was extended proximally both sides without breaking the contact point. The incisal edges were prepared as to provide maximum bulk for the porcelain with the wrap-around design. Therefore, an average of 1 mm incisal reduction was made with the finish line terminating lingually away from the contacts of the opposing teeth (Figs 4 and 5). After the teeth preparation was completed, chemico-mechanical gingival retraction was done using hemostatic agent (Gel Cord, Pascal International) and a gingival cord (Ultra Pak Dental Gingival Retraction Knitted Cord-00). Single-step impression (putty wash technique) was made using polyvinyl siloxane impression material. Temporization was
Fabrication of Porcelain Veneers

Cast was poured with Type IV Gypsum Product (Kalrock) according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. Stone dies were carefully separated from the impressions and two coats of die spacer were applied 0.5 mm short of the finish line of the preparations. The patterns were waxed-up on the dies, and veneers were fabricated from lithium disilicate-reinforced glass ceramic material (IPS E-max) using the heat press technique according to the manufacturer’s recommendations.

Try-in of Porcelain Veneers

The correct fit of the veneers was verified individually and collectively first on the working model. The teeth surfaces were first cleaned with slurry of fine pumice and each porcelain veneer was individually tried using trial paste (glycerin) as the temporary luting medium. The order followed was central incisors first followed by the canines, premolars, and finally the lateral incisors. The adaptation and margin of each veneer was critically evaluated, and the interferences in eccentric movements were eliminated. Once patient was satisfied with the form, shape, and shade, the porcelain veneers were finished and glazed.

Cementation of Porcelain Veneers

The intaglio surface of porcelain veneers was acid-etched with 9% hydrofluoric acid, then followed by silanization. A silane coupling agent (Monobond S) was applied to the inner veneer surface and left for 60 seconds before air-drying. Gingival retraction cord was placed on the prepared teeth to decrease the crevicular fluid flow during cementation. Each tooth was etched with 37% phosphoric acid for 15 seconds then rinsed thoroughly and air-dried gently. Bonding application was done by scrubbing the bonding agent (Universal) on each tooth and light curing it for 30 seconds. This was then followed by the application of a thin layer of light polymerizing composite resin luting cement (Variolink N LC, Ivoclar Vivadent) on the inner surface of the veneers. The veneer with the cement was carefully placed onto the prepared teeth, flash curing was carried out, and all excess cement was removed. Complete light polymerization was then done for 40 seconds from palatal, labial, and incisal sides, and the marginal area was finished and polished with abrasive disks. Centric and eccentric occlusal interferences were checked. Then the same steps were followed for the mandibular teeth maintaining the original occlusion of the patient. The contacts and occlusion were rechecked after the cementation of the mandibular veneers (Figs 6 and 7). Postoperative instructions regarding oral hygiene and avoidance of habits causing trauma to veneered teeth were given.

DISCUSSION

Dental fluorosis is a disturbance affecting the enamel formation during the time of mineralization stage.
The clinical appearance reflects a spectrum of change. Lusterless white lines or diffuse opacities are present in its mild form, while in the more severe forms generalized opaque and chalky appearance with confluent pitting and staining of hypomineralized tissue may be seen. The process occurs initially with fluorides being absorbed in the stomach and small intestine, and then largely excreted via the kidneys. Any ingested fluoride is stored in the mineralized tissues, such as bone and teeth. Fluoride in excess during the tooth formative stage damages ameloblast cell product and retards the enamel matrix from calcifying properly.

The treatment of enamel fluorosis usually ranges from ceramic veneer, free-hand bonding restorations to minimally invasive microabrasion techniques; it is the severity of the lesion that determines the treatment option. Other treatment options available are laser-assisted bleaching, abrasion employing abrasive pastes, and even combination of various treatment modalities. A newer alternative is restoring in a single visit with indirect, prefabricated composite veneers called Componeers (Coltene Whaledent). However, porcelain veneers are still considered the ultimate option for conservative esthetic treatment because they leave nearly all of the enamel intact before the veneer is placed. Ceramic veneers not only reduce the destructive approach and minimize the gingival reaction risk of full crowns but also mimic the translucency of natural tooth structure and can provide more promising esthetic results. Several clinical studies have reported the esthetic performance, biocompatibility, and durability of porcelain laminate veneers, their success rate has been clinically evaluated and has shown longevity of more than 10 to 15 years. Very few failures were reported due to debonding, microleakage, fracture, and caries. The incidence of irreparable failure was 7% or less in all of these longitudinal studies.

However, veneers are not applicable to all severities of dental fluorosis. Minor fluorosis may not warrant the invasive removal of tooth structure, while porcelain veneers may not suffice to mask the stains of a severely fluorosed dentition. Indications should be observed accurately, and tooth tissue preservation must be given importance. In the present case, veneers were used, as the diagnosis was made as moderate fluorosis. Pleasing results were achieved where the patient was satisfied with the final outcome. A 3-month follow-up after treatment showed all restorations were fixed in place, esthetics was very good with sound margins and with no staining or discoloration.

**CONCLUSION**

Dental fluorosis is one of the major health issues in India with over 6 million children seriously affected. With the wide range of treatment modalities that are available, each case should be considered with caution and the most suitable treatment option should be selected. In this case, veneers were the most appropriate choice and gave high aesthetic results. At the end of the treatment, the patient was extremely satisfied and pleased with the results.
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